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Here at Tardis, we pride ourselves on being
able to deliver fast and efficient service to
our customers throughout the UK. We have
over 28 years of experience within the wet
waste removal, toilet hire, tank hire and
water bowser hire industry. Our depots are
strategically located nationwide to ensure a
fast quality service. We have worked hard
over the years to become an industry leader
in the services we provide.

Our out of hours contacts are always on
hand to ensure we go above and beyond
to solve your problem. Additionally, we
offer a next day service.

Our competitive advantage is the ability to react
to your requirements as and when needed. With
a modern fleet and well-trained staff, we work
to ensure you get the service you deserve. Our
call operatives are trained to understand your
requirements while our field operatives are given
extensive training to be able to assist from site level.
No matter your request, we can help.
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Wet Waste Tankers

Tardis Tanker Fleet
Our fleet of vehicles and trained operatives look after a mixture of different jobs and services. All
waste removed from customers sites is disposed of and treated ethically with accompanying duty
of care tickets. These are generated electronically for every load we transport. Here at Tardis, we
take the safety of our operatives and other road users as our number 1 priority. That’s why we
have invested massively in bringing our transport operations up to FORS standard. Our London
fleet also adheres to the new Ultra Low Emission Zone regulations. All vehicles fully compliant
using Euro 6+ engines, which operate daily within the ULEZ. This page details our various fleet.
For further assistance, please call our sales team.

26 Tonne Tanker
The 26 Tonne Tanker is our most popular unit in the fleet. They are built with the main purpose
of removing wet waste and delivering clean water. They also have fitted wash down facilities to
assist with cleaning any residual waste that is left.

Variations:
- Split Tanker (Various Sizes)
- Wash Down
- Wet Waste (Standard
Version)
All variations can be Chapter
8 and Crossrail Complaint

32 Tonne Tanker
The 32 Tonne Tanker works side by side with the 26 Tonne Tanker. As it is a bigger vehicle they
can carry higher capacities of wet waste. If site access isn’t an issue you might see this particular
vehicle more often than not.

Variations:
- Split Tanker (Various Sizes)
- Wash Down
- Wet Waste (Standard
Version)
All variations can be Chapter 8
and Crossrail Complaint
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44 Tonne Tanker
The ideal tanker for removing bulk quantities of pumpable wet waste. Our 44 Tonne
Vacuum Tanker is used for large quantity jobs due to its capacity. They can remove
27,000 Litres (6000 Gallon) of wet waste.

7.5 Tonne Tanker

The 7.5 tonne mini tanker is used for our
toilet servicing. In a pinch, it is a viable
option for sites with restricted access due
to its versatility. The mini tanker carries
2700 litres (600 Gallon) of wet waste with
a small partition of clean water.
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Mobile Vacuum

The mobile vacuum unit is the last
alternative for those small access jobs.
The unit comes with a split tank. It can
be towed almost anywhere and can hold
up to 2000 litres of wet waste and 700
litres of clean water.
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Wet Waste Tankers

Wet Waste Removal
With a distinctively recognisable brand,
Tardis has grown over the years to be
able to offer a service that delivers what
our customers need.
Our fleet contains a range of 7.5 tonne,
26 tonne, 32 tonne and 44 tonne tankers.
No matter what it is you require, we have
the ability to ensure our services are
delivered in a speedy and professional
manner.

For bulk water needs, you can check out
our water division, Tardis H2O. Alternatively,
Tardis split tankers can provide a small
amount of clean water to an IBC or a welfare
unit.
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Additional Services:
- Septic Tank Emptying
- Grease Trap Emptying
- Welfare Unit Servicing
- Toilet Block Tank Emptying
- Inspection Chamber Emptying
- Pump Chamber Emptying
- Washdowns

- Pressure Washing
- Interceptor Emptying
- Drilling Slurry Emptying
- Ground Water Removal
- Water Tank Refills (Clean
Water)
- Oil and Water Removal

* If it’s wet, we can remove it!

Our fleet is equipped and prepared to respond to any job that they come across.
Interceptors contain a waste known as oil and water. They intercept the harmful waste
into a chamber that will need emptying from time to time. The same can be said for any
traps or tanks that could contain grease, grey water or effluent waste.
In addition, we can remove drilling slurry waste as long as it is wet enough and
pumpable. For all wastes other than sewage, please contact our sales team for
assistance and an official quotation.
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Portable Toilet Hire

Portable Toilet Hire
Short & Long Term Toilet Hire
The foundations of Tardis was built upon our toilet hire
and services. The growth of over 28 years has made
us a market leader in this industry. With knowledge
and experience in providing the best toilet services to
construction, events and festival industries nationwide.
Over time our product range has increased to
accommodate our customer’s needs.

Toilet Range
- Cold Wash Portable Toilets
- Hot Wash Portable Toilets 110v
- Hot Wash Portable Toilets 240v
- Event Portable Toilets
- Mains Portable Toilets
- Disabled Portable Toilets
- Warm Wash Portable Toilet
- Tardis Lifting Protective Toilet Cage
- Confined Space Toilet (Camping Toilet)
- Hand Sanitiser Stations
- 2 Person Hand Wash Station

If it’s a special event and requires something
a little more luxurious, then you require a
luxury toilet trailer. Not only do they look
better but provide those extra comforts we
are all use too.
Next, you need to consider quantity. Tardis
has a large stock of all the toilets within its
product range. All toilet hires on a short or
long term basis come with toilet servicing.
They are booked in on a weekly basis unless
specified to your specific requirements.
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A general features overview
for all our toilets:
- Recirculating Chemical Flush
(Mains Excluded)
- Hand Operating Flush
(Foot operated flush available)
- Hand Sanitiser
(Event Toilets) or (Cold Wash-Hand Basins)

- Integral Vents
- 2-Roll Toilet Roll Holder
- Plastic Toilet Bowl and Seat
- Internal Lock
(External can be fitted upon request)
- Translucent Roof
- We can fit push lights as an optional extra
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Portable Toilet Servicing
The service provided ensures a fresh smelling toilet
with consumables replenished. The servicing process
includes waste removal, refilling of biodegrading
liquid and fresh water. The unit is sanitised from top to
bottom, restocked and left smelling fresh ready to be
used again.

Emptied & cleaned.
Full Servicing
If your units need a more regular service, please mention your requirements when
planning or during your hire. If it’s an event you require us to service, then we will need
to know the full range of services. Also, providing the event details will help us tailor your
requirements and offer you the best solution.
In terms of the Tardis fleet, not only do we have a huge variety of tankers but service
vehicles too. The standard service truck we use is a 3.5 tonne. For events or construction
sites that have higher quantities of wet waste to remove, we can use our 7.5 tonne
Service Tanker.
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Portable Toilet Hire

Portable Urinals
Tardis urinals provide the simplest and
most effortless way to cut down queue
times. With a higher ratio of male to
female attendants at events, the easiest
way to combat welfare is to use urinals.

We offer
a few
variations of
urinal:

- Single Bay Urinal
- 4 Bay Urinal
- 6 Bay Urinal

20 Bay Mens Urinal

- 20 Bay Urinal

No complications, no additional requirements
just a tank we can empty as part of a scheduled
service. Heavy Events would require an onsite service team as they would require regular
emptying.

All of our urinal bays use a waterless
system and come with hand sanitizer.
The 4 and 6 bay urinal is often used
in conjunction with our portable toilets.
This is to eliminate queues for the
ladies who can use the portable toilets
instead.
4 Bay Mens Urinal
Urinals are always a good option for
6 Bay Mens Urinal

large events including a stag do or
sport events.
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Portable Shower Hire
The self-contained 4 bay shower unit allows
for 4 people to shower in privacy. A great
addition to have on a construction site or
an event. By connecting the bottled gas,
electricity and water supply you will have a
fully functioning shower unit. They require a
waste run off so keep that in mind in where
the shower unit is set up.
In addition, Tardis can provide bulk water tanks
and on-demand pumps, as well as waste tanks
and fitters for a complete setup. Please contact
our office for a quotation for a full shower setup.

4 Bay Gas Shower

Single Electric Shower
We also can provide a single electric shower. This
particular unit will require water and electric supply
with a runoff for the waste. They are suitable for
smaller construction sites or events.
It includes inside space for you to get changed along
with a warm shower. It’s extremely useful as a quick
fix solution if you need one.

Single Electric Shower
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Site Water Services

Site Water Services
Water Tanks
Tardis has a large range of water tanks, ranging from
1000 litres all the way up to 30,000 litres. These water
tanks are commonly used in conjunction with welfare
cabins for bulk water supply.
Tardis offers a nationwide water delivery service.

Common Water Tanks
- 1000 Litre
- 2000 Litre
- 5000 Litre

- 10,000 Litre
- 30,000 Litre

In addition, if you require a welfare setup we have
on-site water and waste fitters who will be able to
provide this service. We also provide fittings and
a pipe lagging services if the site requires it.

IBC
The 1000 litre water cube is found on almost every
construction site. We hire these out on long or
short term basis with an optional scheduled refill if
required.

IBC Jackets
Exposed IBC’s to sunlight can cause a wide varity
of issues. With sun exposure, algae growth and
harmful bacteria will grow exponentially. IBC Jackets
help reduce growth and can protect it from the UV
rays of the sun. They are also useful in the winter
months to prevent water from freezing.
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Towable Bowsers
Variations of Bowser
- 1000 litre
- 2000 litre
- 5000 litre

- 7000 litre
- 10,000 litre

Tardis offers a fleet of road towable and site
towable bowsers, ranging from 1000 litre to
10,000 litres. These are also available with
petrol or electric pumps. We also offer different
styles of bowser.

Road Towable Bowsers

Site Towable Bowsers

Pressure Washer Bowsers

Fuel Bowsers

2000 Static Water Tank with Pump

We fabricate static 2000 litre water tanks in
frames with a pump protection box. The box
can be used with petrol or electric pumps.
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Vessel Cleansing & Chlorination
Tardis H2O on site are skilled experts in deep cleansing of water vessels, including IBC and
static tanks. Additionally, we can provide water chlorination services to ensure the water is
safe to use on site.
Tardis water tank chlorination and pipework services
ensure that water tanks and cabin pipework is
chlorinated to guard against diseases such as
Legionella. Our Tardis Water Hygienist can conduct
on-site testing to make sure your water is fit for
purpose.
Water vessels that are left to their own devices can
start to gain harmful bacteria over time. We pre-test
and clean any water vessel that leaves our depots
nationwide. We maintain records of this operation as
part of our duty of care.

Dust Suppression
A problem on site during the summer months is dust. To cut down on this issue dust
suppression is used. Tardis H2O has a range of dust suppression bowsers from 2000
litres up to 10,000 litres. Powered by a petrol pump, it’s just a matter of starting it up
and off you go. There is a site towable bowser with other variations being road towable
too.
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Site Water Services

Tanker Trailer Hire
When your water needs are
thirsty, Tardis provides a more
extensive 30,000 litre tanker
trailer solution. Available with
petrol or electric pumps and
on-site waste and water fitter
service.

Water Pump Hire
If it’s a pump your looking for, then we got
you covered. The pump range includes
clean, dirty or sewage type pumps.
Our most popular being the electric ondemand pump, which is used in most
welfare setups. For a full list check out
the spec sheet library on our website.
For extra protection from seasonal and
general use, we offer a pump protection
box.

Bulk Water Delivery
Need a lot of clean water fast? Our
tankers can provide bulk water as
and when you need it. Our fleet
contains H2O tankers which can carry
up to 30,000 litres. Tardis tankers
deliver bulk water that has been
extracted from a potable source.
Quality assured drinking water is also
available on request.
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Water for Soakaway Tests
Tardis has experience in providing bulk
water for soakaway tests. We commonly
supply water for these tests for geotechnical
companies. We have a fleet of tankers from
16,000 litres up to 30,000 litres of large bulk
clean water. We can also provide additional
pipework (150m) for sites with restricted
access.

Water Barrier Filling

Working in dangerous
environments such as motorways,
safety is paramount. One of
the safety precautions used is
plastic water barriers. Without the
water, the barriers themselves
are useless. By adding the water,
it helps absorb the impact of
incoming traffic. Tardis H2O can
provide the bulk water for filling
water barriers. All Tardis tankers
are Chapter 8 and Crossrail
Complaint.

Drinking Water
The opposite service to clean water delivery is our
drinking water delivery. All drinking water is treated to
the correct standards that are BS8551:2015 Provision
and Management of Temporary Water Supplies and
Distribution Network.

Some alternative to
Bulk Drinking Water:
- Water Bottles
- ECO H2O
- Water Cooler Hire

Our tankers can carry up to 30,000 Litres of Drinking water plus can be delivered
anywhere throughout the UK. All of the drinking water we deliver is tested and
quality assured. Furthermore, if required our trained water technicians can also
carry out additional water testing at site level.
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Waste Tank & Fabrication

Steel Waste Tank Hire
Waste Tanks for Hire & Sale
Tardis steel waste tanks are made
to withstand the rough demand of a
busy construction site. With many
sizes available, they can be placed
underneath a welfare cabin or be buried
alongside the unit.
We can also offer a macerator pump to
sit along side our waste tanks and assist
with the movement of wet waste.
Tardis waste tanks are available in many
stock sizes.

Common capacity waste tanks for
construction and events industries that
we supply are:
•
•
•
•

2700 litres (600 gallons)
4500 litres (1000 gallons)
9000 litres (2000 gallons)
13600 litres (3000 gallons)

Plastic Waste Tanks
An alternative we offer to our steel waste
tanks is plastic waste tanks. These tanks
can be interlinked by using a linking kit.

Durable but lightweight

They are easily stackable allowing for
easier transportation on smaller vehicles.
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Custom Build Waste Tanks
Our fabrication team manufacture and supply fully
bespoke steel waste tanks. If you require a specific
size tank, give us a call we can build it! Although the
tanks may be bespoke, we can also react fast and
manufacturer most tanks with a fast turn around.
These can be tailored for specific needs. For example,
a waste float meter can be fitted to measure the amount
of waste in the tank. We can provide additional fixtures
and fittings upon request.

Optional extras
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sight glass
External ladder
Internal ladder
Bauer type ball valve outlet
High level alarm
Waste float meter

Our custom build project for one of
our clients was for a huge 52,500 litre
capacity waste tank!
Measuring at a huge 10 metres long, 2.5
metres high and 2.1 metres wide. This is
our biggest manufactured waste tank to
date.

If you can sketch it, we can build it.

Due to the sheer size of this tank, it
requires steps to even reach the access
point for emptying. If you need steps for
your tank we can also fabricate these.

We can also supply:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IBC Bunds
IBC Stands
Waste Tank Steps
Lifting Protective Cages for Toilets
Bespoke tanks
Static bowsers
Towable bowsers
Specialist service vehicle bodies
A wide range of general fabrications
to suit customers requirements.
Check out our range of bespoke waste tanks
on our spec sheet library.
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Waste Tank & Fabrication

Elongated Steel Waste Tanks
Tardis has the UK’s largest stock of elongated waste tanks. These are ideal
for use underneath a toilet block due to its slim-line design. The most common
tanks we have are 2700 litres (600 gallons) and the 4500 litres (1000 gallons),
6800 litres (1500 gallons). We can also offer a regular emptying service for
these tanks.
For all your tank
enquires please
contact our friendly

- 2700 Litre
- 4500 Litre

sales team for a
quote.

- 6800 Litre

Tardis on Site Fitter Services
Waste tanks, water tanks, and supplementary
products may require additional setup. For example,
plumbing a waste tank into a welfare setup. If your site
does not have the personnel to provide this service,
call on one of our Tardis Fitters.
Tardis Fitters can provide professional plumbing and
electrical services on site.

Macerator Pumps
This pump is ideal for installations where the
receiving waste vessel is located higher than the
waste outlet. In certain circumstances, your tank
could be placed higher than ground level meaning
the water has to go uphill. A macerator pump is useful for this type of situation and for
sites that have an uneven ground or limited space.
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Bulk Waste & Water Tank
We also have available static bulk waste storage tanks.

Suitable for:
•
•
•
•
•

Waste water storage
Large welfare units
Construction sites
Grey water
Rain storage

Available for short or long term hire.

For more information,
take a look out the
spec sheet library.

Crane Wagon Delivery
We have a fleet of crane wagons to enable the delivery of
heavier plant throughout the UK.

Variations:
- 18 Tonne Crane
Vehicle

- 26 Tonne Crane
Vehicle
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Drainage Services

Drainage Services
Tardis Environmental has a solution to provide nationwide high-pressure Jetting & CCTV
drainage services. Many new builds require drainage services after construction. Issues
can occur in pipework, in particular, blocked drains. The first sign of a problem is often by
smell and of course, overflowing wastewater.
We have a variety of waste tankers such as our 18-tonne and 26-tonne high volume
jet vac tanker. With a high-pressure lance, our 26-tonne jet vac tanker can unblock and
clean drains quickly.
Drainage services that we provide include:
-

Drain Services & Repairs
Interceptor Emptying
High-Pressure Jetting
CCTV Surveys

High Pressure Jetting
High-pressure jetting compliments
our complete range of drainage
services. The Tardis tanker fleet
can cover the removal of the
waste while also providing the
high-pressure jetting service.
Whether it’s silt, bricks, mud
or domestic blockages we can
remove it.
Our tankers feature a high-pressure lance and a reel of hose to unblock the drain
using high-pressure water. It also has a gully arm fitted for roadside drain work.
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Drain Services & Repairs
Drain repairs and services consist of using an existing drain map alongside CCTV
footage. Once the issue has been pinpointed the service can take place. Most common
problems can be overgrown roots or pipe damage. A couple of services that could take
place are root cutting or relining of drains. If it’s a simple blockage, then it will need jetting.
The most common faults found in drainage and sewage systems include:
• Grease Build Up
• Silt build up
• Root infestation

• Displaced joints

Interceptor Cleaning & Emptying
Drain interceptors separate oil and other contaminants from liquid wastewater. Over
time, there will be a build-up of water, grit, soil, and other pollutants. Without cleaning or
maintenance, build up of such contaminants can cause flooding. Especially on large sites,
interceptor cleaning and maintenance is an essential factor for the site to run efficiently and
environmentally.
A Tardis Operative will arrive on site with a jet vac tanker to remove all the wastewater found
inside the interceptor. We will then dispose of the wet waste at the appropriate waste disposal
facility.

CCTV Surveys
A CCTV survey can be used for many
different jobs. The crawler unit navigates
through the pipes to provide footage of the
area with issues inside the drainage system.
Once the survey is complete a full report and
map can be provided on CD or a digital copy.
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Contacts

Nationwide Number
0800 731 0589

Out of Hour
Contacts
Sales Director

David Furlong
07764791759
david@tardishire.co.uk

Operations Director
Robin Boydon
07764791760
robin@tardishire.co.uk

Transport Manager

Mark Westley
07764791760
mark@tardishire.co.uk

- Tankers for ULEZ
- Wet Waste Removal
- Portable Toilet Hire
- Toilet Servicing
- Portable Wash
Stations
- Portable Urinals
- Portable Showers

- Single Electric
Shower
- Water Tanks
- Towable Bowsers
- Dust Suppression
- Tanker Trailer Hire
- Water Pump Hire
- Bulk Water Delivery

- Water for Soakaway
Testing
- Water Barrier Filling
- Drinking Water
- Waste Tank Hire
- On Site Tardis Fitters
- Macerator Pumps
- 20,000l Waste Tanks

- Crane Delivery
- CCTV Surveys
- Drain Service and
Repairs
- High Pressure Jetting
- Interceptor Cleaning
& Emptying

Depots Nationwide • www.tardishire.co.uk • 0800 731 0589

